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The results of a combined NMR, X-ray absorption spectroscopy and

X-ray magnetic circular dichroism study of the AA′FeMoO6 and AA′FeReO6

double perovskites are presented. They revealed a dependence of electronic

and magnetic properties, including a d-electron transfer between Fe and Mo

sites, on the structural tolerance factor. The maximum value of the 4d Mo

electron occupation and the corresponding Mo moment is obtained for the

tolerance factor of unity. This corresponds to the maximum strength of

the magnetic interaction and, respectively, to the Curie temperature. The

dominant T 5/2 type temperature dependence of the Mo hyperfine field re-

veals the half-metallicity of the AA′FeMoO6 compounds. Antisite defects

and antiphase boundaries have been identified in NMR measurements and

the strength of their magnetic coupling have been determined. A consider-

able orbital contribution to the Re and Fe magnetic moments were found

in the NMR and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism measurements on the

AA′FeReO6 compounds. Its magnitude decreases with increasing structural

tolerance factor and is correlated with their magnetic anisotropy.
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1. Introduction
Double perovskites (DP) of a general formula A2MM′O6, where A is an al-

kaline earth, and M and M′ are 3d, 4d, and/or 5d transition metals belong to a
very broad family of oxide compounds crystallising in the perovskite structure.
They exhibit intriguing magnetic and electronic properties including half metallic-
ity, a considerable low field magnetoresistance (LFMR) and a variety of magnetic
structures, see review paper [1]. Magnetic and electronic properties are closely
interrelated, due to the same (d) character of the “magnetic” and “conduction”
electrons. Exchange interactions can occur between ions of the same element,
as e.g. in manganese perovskites, as well as between ions of different elements,
as e.g. in double perovskites. The interplay of lattice, charge, and spin degrees
of freedom causes a variety of electronic and magnetic properties ranging from a
metallic ferro- or ferrimagnetism to antiferromagnetic or paramagnetic insulating
behaviour. This also brings about the magnetoresistive properties of the com-
pounds.

The interplay between magnetic and electronic transport properties in these
systems can be controlled by substitution of alkaline earths (e.g. Ba, Sr, Ca) or
lanthanides (e.g. La, Pr, Nd) in the A-site, as well as by the substitution of transi-
tion metals (e.g. Fe, Cr, Mn, Mo, Rh, Ru, W, Re). Among the double perovskites,
the Fe–Mo and Fe–Re compounds, which are the subject of the study presented in
this paper, have recently attracted a great deal of interest among the researchers.
Their relatively high magnetic ordering temperature (in most cases higher than the
room temperature) compared to that of manganese perovskites, and a significant
LFMR make them especially interesting for applications, e.g. in magnetoelectron-
ics or spintronics. The LFMR is explained in terms of intergranular tunneling
MR (ITMR), and is related to the half-metallic nature of the ground state of the
compound. This half-metallic character and the high degree of spin polarization
of the charge carriers are also very important for the technical applications of the
DP.

In their crystal structure the oxygen and the large TM cations are close
packed, whereas M and M′ are located inside the oxygen octahedra. The arrange-
ment of the M and M′ octahedra is alternating for M and M′ elements with a
large difference of ionic radii [2, 3]. In the case of a small difference of M and M′

elements ionic radii, a random distribution of M and M′ occurs [4]. Nevertheless,
as the studies carried out on doped compounds conclude, not only the TM cation
size but also its valence state determine the M and M′ order in the perovskite
structure [5, 6, 4]. The arrangement of the M and M′ octahedra influences the
M–O–M′, M–O–M, or M′–O–M′ exchange interactions, and therefore it is very
important for understanding the structural, magnetic, and electronic properties of
the compounds.

Due to the above mentioned factors, double perovskites can exhibit a vari-
ety of crystallographic structures for different alkaline and transition metal ions.
The structure at room temperature (RT) can be: cubic — Fm3m as for exam-
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ple Sr2FeMoO6 [7], Ba2FeMoO6 [8, 2]; tetragonal — I4/mmm as in the case of
Sr2FeMoO6 [9]; monoclinic — P21/n: Ca2FeMoO6 [8]. The discrepancies between
different authors concerning the crystallographic structure of the same compound,
e.g. Sr2FeMoO6, can be related to small differences in the chemical composition
of DP synthesised under different conditions. This can cause differences in the
oxygen stoichiometry as well as in the M, M′ ions ordering, and the resultant
amount of structural defects [10, 8, 11]. It is worth noting that when A2 = Ba2

and SrBa, the compounds crystallise in the cubic structure [12]. A decrease in
the ionic radius of A when substituting by Sr or Ca leads to a reduction of the
symmetry of the unit cell.

For a quantitative characterisation of the symmetry of the lattice, the toler-
ance factor f is defined, similarly to that in AMO3 perovskites

f =
rA + rO√

2(〈rM〉+ rO)
,

where rA is the average ionic radius of an ion at the A site, 〈rM〉 denotes the
average ionic radius for the ions at the M, M′ sites and rO is the ionic radius of
the O2− ion (rO ≈ 1.40 Å) [13–17]. A deviation of the tolerance factor from the
ideal value f = 1 can be a measure of the structural mismatch caused by different
ionic radii of the A and M, M′ cations. For f 6= 1 the strain due to this mismatch
is compensated by a tilt and rotation of the oxygen octahedra. This causes a de-
viation of the M–O–M′ angle from the ideal value of 180◦. For f ∈ (0.96; 1), the
structure prefers a tetragonal lattice; for f ∈ (1; 1.06) the compounds crystallise
in a cubic structure; for f < 0.96 — a monoclinic lattice [12, 15], and for f > 1.06
a hexagonal structure is expected [15]. In the ideal structure, the arrangement of
the M and M′ atoms is similar to that in the Na–Cl structure.

Two types of defects have been identified in DP: antisite (AS) and antiphase
boundaries (AP). AS defects arise when the M (M′) ions occupy the position
of M′ (M) ions. This results in the creation of equal number of the M and M′

sublattice AS defects. A scheme of the ionic arrangement in the presence of AS
defects for both sublattices is presented in [18]. The AP boundary defects can
be described as a displacement of the ideal structure along the diagonal Fe–Fe
(Mo–Mo) plane. The existence of defects is observed in NMR spectra and, in-
directly, in the saturation magnetisation values, as will be discussed in the next
paragraphs [19–21].

For the description of the relation between the structural and the electronic
properties of DP the electronic bandwidth, W , can be used. This is a parameter
similar to that introduced for the characterisation of A1−xA′xMnO3 perovskites
and is defined by an empirical formula [22, 23]:

W ≈ cos θ

(〈rM〉+ rO)3.5
,

where θ is the tilt angle of the M–O–M′ bond: θ = 1
2 (π − 〈M−O−M′〉).
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The distortions of the oxygen octahedra lead to the change of the Fe–O or
Mo–O bonds, and to the change of Fe–O–Mo bond angle. The corresponding
decrease in the average cation radius decreases the Fe–O–Mo distance [24, 12].
For Fe–Mo double perovskites with f > 1 the difference between Fe–O and
Mo–O bonds is larger as f increases. It is worth noting that for Ca2FeMoO6

and Sr2FeMoO6 a difference of Fe–O (or Mo–O) bond distances and Fe–O–Mo
angles along z axis and perpendicular to it is observed [12]. The relation between
the tolerance factor f and the bandwidth W for the A2FeMoO6 (A2= Ca2, Sr2,
SrBa, and Ba2) series shows a maximum at the tolerance factor close to unity,
which corresponds to Sr2FeMoO6. A remarkable correlation between W and TC

as a function of rA was observed for this series [12]. The maximum TC value is
observed for Sr2FeMoO6, which corresponds to the compound with the largest es-
timated electronic bandwidth W in the series. Thus, the strength of the magnetic
interaction is related to the value of W . As the magnetic properties are determined
by the exchange interactions between the d-electrons governing also the electronic
transport in the compounds, they are expected to be strongly interrelated to the
electronic and structural properties.

The electronic properties of the Fe–Mo and Fe–Re double perovskites have
been studied theoretically and experimentally by several authors [25–34]. The
calculations of the density of states (DOS) reveal a gap in the majority spin band
at the Fermi level. The minority band exhibits a finite DOS at the Fermi level with
a strongly hybridized character of the Fe 3d (t2g) and Mo 4d (t2g) and O 2p states
[26, 31]. Such a half-metallic ground state arising from the interplay of structural
and electronic factors results in the extraordinary magnetoresistive properties and
high magnetic ordering temperature of the Fe–Mo double perovskites.

The model of the electronic structure and the dispersion relations were pro-
posed for Sr2FeMoO6 by Kobayashi [25] and developed later by Sarma [26]. The
model predicts the existence of the Mo magnetic moment and its antiparallel align-
ment with the Fe moment, through a large interatomic exchange coupling JFe−Mo.
Mo is usually nonmagnetic as the intra-atomic exchange strength, IMo within the
Mo 4d manifold is small. However, in the Fe–Mo double perovskites IMo is an
order of magnitude higher [26] and causes a large splitting of the delocalized 4d

band, which leads to the appearance of a magnetic moment on molybdenum. The
band dispersion calculations within the LMTO method for Fe, Mo, and O reveal
a splitting of the d states into the t2g and eg levels. The minority Fe t2g and
Mo t2g spin down states cross the Fermi level and are partially occupied, while the
Fe eg and Mo eg bands remain empty. The majority bands near the Fermi level
originate mainly from the Fe d states hybridised with O p states. The electron
hopping between states of the same symmetry (Fe and Mo spin down t2g) causes
an additional modification of the bare energy levels. This interaction pushes up
(down) the Mo t2g spin up (down) state due to the hybridisation with the cor-
responding Fe states. These opposite shifts of the Mo spin up and spin down
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states increase the effective exchange splitting at the Mo site. Additionally, the
antiparallel coupling between the Fe and Mo moments related to the modification
of the Mo states is crucial for the enhancement of the IMo and, consequently, for
the increase in the TC. A parallel arrangement of the Fe and Mo moments, on the
other hand, would result in a decrease in the TC [26].

The Re-based double perovskites are the most promising compounds in terms
of high Curie temperature, e.g. 538 K and 635 K in Ca2FeReO6 and Sr2CrReO6,
respectively [35]. They show even larger variety of magnetic and transport prop-
erties than those of Mo-based double perovskites due to an additional electron
in the spin-down subband and a stronger spin–orbit coupling in heavier Re ion
[35–39]. Although the spin moment of the additional electron decreases the bulk
magnetic moment from ≈ 4 µB in AA′FeMoO6 to ≈ 3 µB in AA′FeReO6 double
perovskites, its influence on the strength of ferromagnetic interaction seems to be
weak, since the Curie temperatures of Sr2FeMoO6 and Sr2FeReO6 are almost iden-
tical, i.e. 410 K and 400 K, respectively. Peculiar differences are observed in the
evolution of transport properties caused by a decrease in the average ionic radius
(〈rA〉) of alkali earth ions. Smaller 〈rA〉 ions lead to lattice distortion and lowering
of the local symmetry from cubic (AA′ = Ba2) to tetragonal (AA′ = Sr2) and
monoclinic/orthorhombic (AA′ = Ca2) in Re/Mo-based compounds. Then, the
Mo-based compounds preserve their weak metallicity, whereas Re-based double
perovskites of monoclinic symmetry show semiconducting behaviour and undergo
a structural transition at low temperatures, which further increases their resistiv-
ity [35, 37–39]. The difference in their magnetic properties is especially intriguing.
The Re-based double perovskites are magnetically hard [36, 38, 17] and reveal
large magneto-elastic effects [40], which can only be explained by a large magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy due to anisotropy of not fully quenched orbital moment of
Re [38]. This assumption is also supported by the results of recent self-consistent
local spin density (LSDA) and generalised gradient approximation (GGA) cal-
culations, which revealed a significant value of mL = 0.25 µB per Re atom in
Sr2FeReO6 [30].

The complexity of the double perovskites, related to the presence of many
constituent elements as well as to the possible coexistence of different ionic states
of the same element, requires the application of “local probe” methods for a proper
characterisation and understanding of their properties. The purpose of this work
is to present detailed information on local environments, valences, local magnetic
order and their modifications with different element substitutions obtained with
“local probe” techniques. The main experimental methods chosen for this study
are the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS),
and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (X-MCD). Based on their results an at-
tempt to explain the relation between structural, electronic, and magnetic proper-
ties of the AA′2FeMoO6 (AA′ = Ca2, Sr2, SrBa, and Ba2) and AA′FeReO6 double
perovskites (AA′ = Ca2, SrCa, Sr2, BaSr, and Ba2) is undertaken.
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Nuclear magnetic resonance is a technique that uses nuclear spins and
quadrupole moments as probes of electronic and magnetic states of their parent
atoms with the selectivity to the individual isotope of the element. Nuclear spins
probe hyperfine fields produced by electronic spins and the nuclear quadrupole
moments probe electric field gradients produced by an aspherical electron density
distribution. Owing to this NMR is sensitive to the local environment. It allows
us to probe internal fields brought about by the magnetic order and provides in-
formation on the magnetic and electronic state of an element at an individual
structural and magnetic site. Performing the NMR experiments in an applied
magnetic field can additionally provide information on the local arrangement of
magnetic moments and the coupling between them.

The X-ray absorption spectroscopy in the range from about 10 eV below
to 30 eV above the absorption edge, called X-ray absorption near edge structure
(XANES), allows us to probe the valence state of an element and to obtain infor-
mation on bonding, electron localisation, etc. Its “magnetic” counterpart, called
X-MCD in the XANES range, allows us to investigate the magnetic properties of a
system, and to determine separately the spin and orbital magnetic moments of an
element. A combined analysis of the results of these two methods complemented
with a conventional magnetic and structural characterisation will shed more light
on the individual site electronic and magnetic properties of the compounds and
their relation to the bulk properties.

2. Experimental

NMR measurements have been carried out with an automated, frequency
swept spin-echo spectrometer [41]. The spin-echo spectra and the relaxation times
have been measured at different temperatures (from 3 K to 300 K) and in applied
magnetic fields on polycrystalline powder samples, the same as used in [12, 38].

The XAS (XANES) and X-MCD measurements on the Re L2,3 edges have
been carried out at Hasylab, DESY in Hamburg, at the station A1, which was
particularly suited to XAS and X-MCD measurements. Experiments have been
performed on polycrystalline powder samples at different temperatures (4.2 K,
10 K, and 300 K) and, for the X-MCD study, with applying a magnetic field up to
1 T. The measurements have been carried out in the transmission mode, in which
the intensity of the incoming and transmitted monochromatic synchrotron light is
measured and the absorption coefficient of the sample is determined as a function
of energy.

The XAS (XANES) and X-MCD measurements on the Fe L2,3 edges have
been carried out at the ELETTRA Synchrotron Laboratory, Trieste, at the sta-
tion BACH. Circularly polarized radiation was produced by a helical undulator
(PC > 99.5%) and monochromatised by spherical gratings. The spectra were
recorded at room temperature for bulk polycrystalline samples of AA′ = BaSr,
Sr2, and Ca2 using total electron yield (TEY) detection technique. Four con-
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secutive XAS measurements, two for each helicity, were performed on samples
magnetised ex situ to 50 kOe and placed on a small Nd–Fe–B permanent magnet.

3. Molybdenum NMR results and discussion

In order to study the influence of A site substitution (i.e., the influence
of changes in the crystallographic structure) on the local electronic and mag-
netic properties of Fe–Mo DP, 95Mo and 97Mo NMR measurements on several
A2FeMoO6 compounds have been carried out [20, 42]. In all the cases, the ob-
served main line is in the range of 50–80 MHz, and in the range of 30–60 MHz
for low frequency satellites, Fig. 1, which are attributed to the ideal and defect
sites of Mo ions, respectively [43, 20, 44]. For Ba2FeMoO6 the signal observed at
63.1(2) MHz is attributed to 57Fe as derived from the measurements in the applied
field which are discussed below. The Fe signals have recently been reported by
Wojcik [45] although no proper identification of the gyromagnetic ratio through
the measurements in the applied field was given.

Fig. 1. The Mo and Fe NMR spin-echo spectra of Ba2FeMoO6 and Sr2FeMoO6, at

4.2 K and at the applied magnetic field.

From the central frequencies of the main lines, the values of the Mo hy-
perfine field (HF) are obtained and the corresponding values of the Mo magnetic
moment are derived using the hyperfine coupling constant after [46]. The max-
imum value of HF and TC are obtained for A2 = Sr2, which corresponds to the
ideal crystallographic structure (f ≈ 1). Decreasing the crystallographic symme-
try with substitution A2 = Ba2, BaSr, and Ca2, with f 6= 1, causes the decrease
in Mo HF (and the related 4d electron population and magnetic moment) and TC.
Within the theoretical model of Sarma [26], where the Mo 4d exchange splitting
is attributed to the Fe–Mo interaction, the above mentioned HF dependence on f

suggests that the Fe–Mo interaction strength depends non-monotonously on the
structural factor, being maximum for f ≈ 1. Thus, the results indicate that the
strongest enhancement of the Mo 4d splitting occurs for Sr2FeMoO6 where the
highest Mo magnetic moment and the highest TC values are observed [47, 20, 12].
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The analysis of the 57Fe resonance using the gyromagnetic ratio γFe =
1.38 MHz/T gives the HF value of 45.7(2) T, which is in good agreement with
the Mössbauer results [18]. The much smaller intensity of the Fe signal is caused
by the fact that the product of the natural isotopic abundance and the relative
sensitivity for equal number of nuclei, which amounts 7.38× 10−5 for 57Fe, which
is much smaller than those for the Mo isotopes which amount to 50.78× 10−3 and
32.45× 10−3, for 95Mo and 97Mo, respectively.

The magnetisation curves at T = 6 K of the A2FeMoO6 (A2 = Ba2, SrBa,
Sr2, and Ca2) compounds are presented in Fig. 2 together with the data normalised
to the saturation magnetisation. As it can be seen, the theoretical saturation
magnetisation value of 4 µB/f.u. for both possible localised valence states models:
Fe3+/Mo5+ or Fe2+/Mo6+ as well as for the delocalised model is not attained.
The existence of defect sites in the sample would explain why the theoretical
value of the magnetisation is not reached. A comparison of these data and the
corresponding NMR spectra shows that the larger the amount of defects in the
sample is the lower the magnetisation is observed [48, 12, 8].

Fig. 2. Magnetisation curves of the AA′FeMoO6 series at 6 K. In the inset the mag-

netisation data normalised to their values of the saturation magnetisation are presented.

In order to distinguish between the two types of defects (antisite ions and
antiphase boundaries), NMR experiments under applied magnetic field (up to
0.9 T) on Ba2FeMoO6 and Sr2FeMoO6 compounds have been carried out. The
results are presented in Fig. 1. For Ba2FeMoO6 there exists a single low frequency
peak at 41.6± 1.7 MHz. No significant change of its resonant frequency between
0 T and 0.2 T can be attributed to the demagnetisation effect. This resonance line
shifts towards higher frequencies with the applied field of 0.5 T. Between 0.5 T and
0.9 T its resonance frequency undergoes a step-like decrease from 42.7±1.2 MHz to
38.0±1.5 MHz. For Sr2FeMoO6 two structured low frequency peaks are observed at
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57.1 MHz and 48.5 MHz, at zero field. No significant changes of the line positions
are observed between 0 T and 0.2 T, due to the demagnetisation effect, as in
Ba2FeMoO6. The lower frequency resonance line shifts towards higher frequencies
for 0.5 T and splits at 0.9 T into two lines centred at 50.2 MHz and 44.9 MHz. The
upper resonance line shifts towards lower frequencies as the applied field increases.

The shift of the low frequency satellite line of the Ba2FeMoO6 spectrum and
the lowest satellite of the Sr2FeMoO6 spectrum toward higher frequencies with
the applied magnetic field indicates that their Mo HF is parallel to the applied
field, similarly to that of the main line. So that the corresponding Mo magnetic
moments are antiparallel to the Fe moments. The values of the hyperfine fields of
these satellite lines are lower from those of the respective main lines by approx-
imately 1/5 to 1/4 of their values. Thus these resonances can be attributed to
the Mo ions neighbouring a Mo AS. For such ions a reduction of the probability
of the double exchange (DE)-like electron hopping to-and-from adjacent Fe ions
by approximately 1/6 is expected as compared to that of the DE-like electron
hopping between ideal sites. Consequently, a reduction of the 4d electron density
and the respective Fermi contact term in the HF by approximately 1/6 can be
deduced. As the other contributions to the effective field at the nucleus can also
be present, the agreement between the above evaluated reduction of HF at the
Mo AS neighbour by 1/6 and the experimentally obtained 1/4 and 1/5 can be
regarded as satisfactory.

The amount of Mo AS defects deduced from the 1/6 of the intensity (area)
of the corresponding lowermost satellite line is of 2.1%, 2.2%, 3.3% and 1% for
the A2FeMoO6 compounds, where A2 = Ca2, Sr2, SrBa, and Ba2, respectively.
As the strength of the magnetic coupling between two neighbouring Mo magnetic
moments is estimated to be very weak [10, 29], a flip of the electron spin of the
Mo AS ion is expected to occur at a relatively small applied magnetic field. This
should be reflected in the change of the resonant frequency with the applied field,
which is indeed observed for the Ba2FeMoO6 satellite line and an indication of
this effect can also be seen for the lower frequency satellite in the Sr2FeMoO6

spectrum.
The shift towards lower frequencies with the applied magnetic field observed

for the upper low frequency satellite of Sr2FeMoO6, opposite to the shift of the
main line, suggests that this signal comes from Mo ions with their magnetic mo-
ments parallel to the applied magnetic field. This situation can be expected for
Mo ions adjacent to Fe AP boundaries in the antiparallel (minority) domain. The
applied magnetic field of 1 T is too weak to align the magnetic moments of both
domains in parallel. The observed additional split of the lower satellite into two
lines together with the decrease in the resonant frequency of the upper satellite
line can be attributed to the presence of Fe AP domains, which couple antiparallel
due to the antiferromagnetic coupling of adjacent Fe spins. Thus the directions of
Mo HF corresponding to the observed NMR line in both antiparallel domains are
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antiparallel and shift in opposite directions in the applied field. The satellite at
the low frequency side of the main line at 0.9 T, shifting towards lower frequencies
with the applied magnetic field can be attributed to the ideal Mo sites in the mi-
nority AP domains, where the Mo moments align parallel to the applied field (Fe
moments in the minority AP domains are antiparallel to the applied field). The
satellite line has too large intensity and too large change of frequency with the
field to be attributed to the 57Fe resonance.

The existence of a considerable amount of AP defects in Sr2FeMoO6 is in
agreement with the magnetisation data, Fig. 2. The observed decrease in the bulk
magnetisation, as well as the magnetic field much larger than 5 T needed for the
magnetic saturation is mainly caused by the existence of the Fe AP boundaries.
In the case of AS defects, the decrease in the magnetisation is proportional to the
number of AS ions, whereas in the case of AP boundaries it is proportional to
the volume of minority Fe AP domains. Resonance lines corresponding to antisite
Mo ions, Mo ions in the AP boundaries and Mo ions close to more than one Mo
AS can also be expected to appear in the NMR spectra. However, these NMR
signals would have to appear at low frequencies and to exhibit a large quadrupolar
interaction and, consequently, a fast relaxation, which prevents their observation.

The 57Fe NMR resonance is observed for Ba2FeMoO6 as a weak resolved
signal of the spin echo shape different from that of molybdenum. It shifts towards
lower frequencies with the applied magnetic field and the slope of the field de-
pendence of its resonant frequency amounts to –1.4(2) MHz/T. This is in good
agreement with the value of the 57Fe gyromagnetic ratio, 1.38 MHz/T. The shift
of the Fe line with a full gyromagnetic ratio suggests that the Fe magnetic moment
(the Fe HF) is parallel (antiparallel) to the applied magnetic field.

For Ba2FeMoO6 a small peak at 78.5(3) MHz is also observed. This peak can
be attributed to Fe3+, in agreement with Yokoyama [43] and corresponds to a HF
equal to 56.9(2) T. The presence of some Fe3+ in these compounds is confirmed
by the Mössbauer experiments [18, 49, 50] and by XAS measurements presented
in the next Section. The lack of a possible signal of the charge localised Mo5+ can
be explained by its smearing out due to a large spin–dipole and, possibly, orbital
hyperfine field. A quadrupole splitting and quadrupole relaxation related to the
fact that the 4d electron would be localised at the spin down t2g orbital could
also prevent the observation of the Mo5+ signal. The electrons delocalised over
adjacent Mo and Fe sites, on the contrary, undergo fast hopping between different
t2g orbitals of a Mo ion, which results in averaging the quadrupole splitting as well
as the spin–dipole and orbital contributions to the Mo HF and the signal is not
affected by the splitting arising from these anisotropic contributions.

The 95Mo and 97Mo NMR spin-echo spectra for SrBaFeMoO6, at various
temperatures are presented in Fig. 3. The main line corresponding to the ideal
Mo sites and the low frequency satellites corresponding to the defect sites are
observed in all the spectra. The NMR resonance frequencies for both lines shift
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toward lower frequencies when the temperature increases. The central frequen-
cies of the main line and of the satellite lines have been derived from the spectra
at each temperature. Figure 4 presents the central frequencies and the magneti-
sation data normalised to their values at 4.2 K, for a comparison. The dashed
lines show the fits of the temperature dependence of the Mo resonant frequency ν,
which represents HF related to the mean value of the z-th component of the Mo
spin, 〈Sz〉 [51, 20]. Considering the T 3/2 and T 5/2 terms of a Bloch temperature
dependence [52], a better fit of ν (twice smaller χ2) is obtained for the T 5/2 depen-
dence: ν(T ) = ν(4.2 K) ×(1− bT 5/2). This indicates that the investigated Fe–Mo
double perovskites are half-metals [53]. A fit of the function ν(T ) = ν(4.2 K)(
1− aT 3/2 − bT 5/2

)
for SrBaFeMoO6 provides the a/b ratio of 170 K, whereas

the theoretical calculation assuming Heisenberg-model ferromagnets with cubic
symmetry, the a/b ratio is greater than 1400 K, after [52]. This result shows that
the dominacy of the T 5/2 term in the Fe–Mo DP can be attributed to their half-
-metallic character.

Fig. 3. The Mo NMR spin-echo spectra of SrBaFeMoO6 at different temperatures. The

maximum intensity in each spectrum is normalised to unity. The line is a guide for the

eye.

The NMR spectra of the A2FeReO6 compounds consist of signals of 185Re
and 187Re isotopes, which are unresolved due to very similar values of their gyro-
magnetic ratios [20]. The values of the hyperfine fields derived from the resonance
frequencies amount to 84 T, 94 T and 95 T for Ba, Sr and Ca compounds, respec-
tively. The hyperfine coupling constant of –100 T/µB was used [46]. The values of
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of hyperfine fields of the main lines of the AA′FeMoO6

compounds (ideal Mo sites) normalised to their values at 4.2 K. Dashed lines are the fit-

ted T 5/2 dependence and the solid line is the normalised magnetisation for SrBaFeMoO6.

Re magnetic moments derived from hyperfine fields amount to –0.87 µB, –0.94 µB,
and –0.95 µB for the Ba, Sr, and Ca compounds, respectively. In analogy with
the Mo moments they are assumed to be antiparallel to the Fe moments, which is
confirmed by X-MCD measurements.

A plot of the main resonant frequencies and the corresponding values of
magnetic moments in A2FeMoO6 and A2FeReO6 compounds are shown in Fig. 5,
together with theoretical values of the magnetic moments obtained from Ref. [29].
For the case of the Mo compounds, there is a very good agreement between the
experimental and theoretical results. However, the experimental data for Re com-
pounds are lower than theoretically predicted, which is attributed to the presence
of orbital contribution to the Re magnetic moment [54].

Fig. 5. Resonance frequencies (left axis) and magnetic moments at M = Mo or M =

Re (right axis) of AA′FeMO6 for different alkaline earth compounds. Open triangles

and rhombuses represent experimental data. Filled circle and rhombuses correspond to

theoretical values of magnetic moments from Ref. [6].
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4. XANES results and discussion

The spectra at the Mo K edge of the AA′FeMoO6 (AA′ = Sr2, SrBa, and
Ba2) compounds are presented in Fig. 6. For a better visualisation of the char-
acteristic features of the XANES spectra, their first derivatives are also shown
in the figure. The maxima in the first derivative reflect the largest slope of the
DOS function. For all the compounds studied, three peaks, marked in Fig. 6, can
be distinguished in the spectra: A — a pre-peak, B — first main peak, and C

— second main peak. The pre-peak A is attributed to the 1s → 4d transitions,
either quadrupole allowed or dipole forbidden for an octahedral environment. It is
clearly visible for Ba2FeMoO6. This transition is allowed due to the hybridisation
of O 2p and Mo 4d states. The first and the second main peaks, B and C, are
attributed to the excitations of 1s electrons to the empty 5p states [55, 56].

Fig. 6. The normalised Mo K-edge XANES spectra (top) with their first derivatives

(bottom) for the AA′FeMoO6 (AA′ = Sr2, SrBa, and Ba2) compounds.

The energy corresponding to the half height of the edge step, which is a
measure of the Fermi energy, has been determined. Its increase is observed along
the Sr2FeMoO6, SrBaFeMoO6 and Ba2FeMoO6 series, Fig. 8. The effect has been
related to the increase in the tolerance factor from f = 1.007 (Sr2FeMoO6) to
1.07 (Ba2FeMoO6), which is found to correspond to a decrease in the Mo 4d

electron occupation and the related Mo magnetic moment. The values of the
edge energies reveal that the molybdenum valence state is between 5+ and 6+,
for all the compounds. This is in agreement with the results presented in [56].
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Fig. 7. The normalised Fe K-edge XANES spectra (top) with their first derivatives

(bottom) for the AA′FeMoO6 (AA′ = Ca2, Sr2, SrBa, and Ba2) compounds. Energies

corresponding to Fe2.5+ and Fe3+ features in the Fe3O4 spectrum are marked with grey

dashed lines.

Fig. 8. The Mo magnetic moment (triangles), TC (squares), and the Fe K (rhombuses)

and Mo K (hexagons) edge energies vs. tolerance factor f , for AA′FeMoO6 double

perovskites (AA′ = Ca2, Sr2, SrBa, Ba2).

The difference of the edge energies of MoO3 (Mo6+) and SrMoO3 (Mo4+), which
amounts to 3.2 eV, provides the approximate value of chemical shift at the Mo K
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edge of 1.6 eV per unit of the valence [56]. The corresponding difference of the 4d

electron occupation derived from the edge energies of Ba2FeMoO6 and Sr2FeMoO6

in this work (0.9 eV) would amount to 0.6(3) of an electron.
In addition to the edge energy shift a narrowing of both B and C main peaks,

a smearing out of the pre-peak A and a shift of the peak C toward higher energies
is observed with the alkaline earth substitution (see Fig. 6). The narrowing of
the peaks B and C indicates that the density of empty 5p states above the Fermi
level becomes narrower with the increase in the tolerance factor from f = 1.007
(Sr2FeMoO6) to 1.07 (Ba2FeMoO6).

The measurements on the Fe K edge have been performed on the
AA′FeMoO6 (AA′ = Ca2, Sr2, SrBa, and Ba2) compounds. The spectra with
their first derivatives are shown in Fig. 7. The variation of the energy of the half
height of the edge step along the series, which is a measure of the Fermi energy,
has been illustrated in Fig. 8. In Fig. 7 the characteristic peaks are marked as A,
A′, B, and C. Features A and A′, which represent “pre-peaks”, appear in the en-
ergy range of 7100–7115 eV. The white line, i.e. the main peak appearing directly
above the absorption edge, at about 7120 eV, is marked as B, and a weaker, broad
maximum at the energies of 7125–7130 eV is marked as C. These maxima corre-
spond to the excitations of 1s electrons to the empty 4p states above the Fermi
level. The results, in agreement with recent results on Fe K edge [56], are similar
to those observed for the Mn K edge in LaMnO3 [57, 58] and obtained in theo-
retical calculations [25, 27, 59, 28, 29, 60, 30]. The origin of pre-peaks (features
A and A′) is related to the transition of 1s electrons to 3d states (the quadrupole
transition for an octahedral environment) [61]. This transition is possible only if
the overlap of the Fe 3d states and O 2p states provides a hybridisation of the 4p

and 3d states of iron.
The pre-peaks A−A′ exhibit some changes of their positions and magnitude

with the A site ion substitution. The previous studies of Fe–Mo DP using the
photoemission spectroscopy (PES) show that the distance between occupied Fe 3d

eg and t2g spin up states is about 2 eV and the distance between Fe 3d states and O
2p states is about 5 eV [26, 59, 62, 32, 34]. Thus, the pre-peak A in the Fe XANES
spectra can be attributed to the 4p states hybridised with oxygen 2p states and
iron t2g spin up states, whereas the pre-peak A′ can be assigned to the 4p states
hybridised with iron eg spin up and t2g spin down states. The separation of the
peaks A–A′ varies from 6.1(2) eV for Sr2FeMoO6 to 5.0(2) eV for Ca2FeMoO6 and
5.4(2) eV for Ba2FeMoO6. The value of the splitting is the smallest for the largest
deviation of the structural tolerance factor f from unity.

Significant changes of the shape of the spectra, Fig. 7, can be attributed
mainly to the variation of the tolerance factor, similarly to those occurring in the
Mo K edge spectra of the series. It is worth noting that the most pronounced
white line peak in the Fe K edge spectrum of Ba2FeMoO6 corresponds to the
least pronounced white line in its Mo K edge spectrum. Analogously, the least
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pronounced white line in the Fe K edge spectrum of Sr2FeMoO6 corresponds to
the least pronounced white line in its Mo K edge spectrum. A more pronounced
white line corresponding to the empty final state (Mo 5p and Fe 4p) can be related
to a narrowing of the DOS with increasing intra-ionic distances (and the tolerance
factor f) along the series.

A careful analysis of the main edge structure, Fig. 7, lower part, shows that
the first derivative of the XANES spectrum exhibits two peaks for Ba2FeMoO6 and
one peak for Ca2FeMoO6 and Sr2FeMoO6. This means that the main edge consists
of two steps for Ba2FeMoO6, whereas for Ca2FeMoO6 and Sr2FeMoO6 a single step
occurs. A flat peak in the first derivative of SrBaFeMoO6 indicates the presence of
two steps close one to another. The appearance of a two-step edge is similar to that
of the XANES spectrum at the Fe K edge of magnetite, Fe3O4, at 300 K (see Fig. 7)
and to the results presented in [56]. The two steps have been attributed to the two
distinct iron valence states Fe2.5+ (lower step) and Fe3+ (upper step) [63, 64]. The
two maxima in the first derivative of the XANES spectrum of Ba2FeMoO6 coincide
with the respective maxima in the XANES spectrum of Fe3O4, and therefore
they have tentatively been attributed to the ionic state Fe3+ (upper) and to the
intermediate, “metallic” state between Fe3+ and Fe2+ (lower), close to Fe2.5+.

The maxima in the first derivative of the XANES spectra for Ca2FeMoO6

and Sr2FeMoO6 appear at the energies between the two maxima for Ba2FeMoO6,
which indicates an intermediate, “metallic” valence state between Fe2.5+ and Fe3+

in these compounds. A two-step character can also be found in the Mo K edge
XANES spectrum, Fig. 6. The smaller maximum of the first derivative at the
lower energy side of the main maximum can possibly be attributed to the presence
of the Mo5+ states, which would be the local counterparts of the Fe3+ states at
the XAS timescale, i.e. 10−15 s.

A close similarity between the dependence of the Mo magnetic moment and
TC on the tolerance factor, Fig. 8, indicates that the strength of the magnetic
interaction between Fe and Mo is related to the magnetic moment and the corre-
sponding 4d electron occupation at the molybdenum site. A higher TC is observed
for a larger value of the magnetic moment (larger electron density) at Mo. This
result is consistent with the prediction of the theoretical model in which the in-
crease in TC is related to the increase in the Mo 4d splitting, determined by the
strength of the exchange interaction between Mo and Fe [26]. Thus, the increase
(decrease) in the Mo 4d splitting would lead to the increase (decrease) in the 4d

electron population at the Mo site at the cost of the 3d electron population at the
Fe site, as deduced from the opposite tendencies of the edge energies, Fig. 8. The
largest Mo moment (and the largest 4d electron occupation) corresponding to the
strongest electron transfer is observed for Sr2FeMoO6, where the tolerance factor
f is the closest to unity. The departure of f from unity towards lower and higher
values results in a decrease in the Mo moment and of TC, which is related to a
decrease in the Mo 4d exchange splitting.
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The Re L2,3 XANES spectra of the AA′FeReO6 (AA′ = Ca2, SrCa, Sr2,
BaSr, and Ba2) compounds presented in [54] have a similar shape, dominated by
a very intense “white line” feature due to the transition into nearly empty final d

states. The white line feature at the Re L3 edge is asymmetric, with a tiny bulge
at around 3 eV below its maximum, which can be attributed to the splitting of the
t2g and eg final states [17]. We did not observe any difference in shape between
the spectra of the compounds studied, which might be attributed to the lattice
distortion. The only difference observed is a gradual decrease in the first moment
of the Re L2,3 edge spectra by 0.4 eV from ReO3 to Ba2FeReO6 and further by
0.15 eV and 0.3 eV for Sr2FeReO6 and Ca2FeReO6, respectively. The latter result
indicates that all the compounds studied reveal the effective valence state slightly
lower than Re6+, that decreases with introducing smaller A-site ions, which is
in agreement with the Fe valence evolution observed by Mössbauer spectroscopy
[65, 36, 66]. Nevertheless, due to a low accuracy of the method of analysis and
strong covalent effects in these compounds, quantitative assignment of the formal
valence would be unreliable.

5. X-MCD results and discussion

The Re L2,3 edge X-MCD spectra of the AA′FeReO6 (AA′ = Ca2, SrCa,
Sr2, BaSr, and Ba2) compounds are presented in [54]. The L3 edge signal shows
differential-like shape with a minimum at the edge energy and a positive peak
close to the maximum. The integrated X-MCD at Re L3 edge is positive for all
the compounds studied except for Ca2FeReO6. All the measured Re L2 edge
X-MCD spectra consist of a single broad negative peak, that is approximately
eight times larger than the maximum of the L3 edge spectra.

Recently, Jeng and Guo, in their theoretical study of magnetic moments
in Sr2FeReO6 [30] found that the Re 5d orbital down-spin states are highly po-
larised in spite of the octahedral ligand field, leading to a large unquenched or-
bital moment. Moreover they observed strong tendency to occupy the m = 1 (t2g)
magnetic orbitals by Re electrons. Using the orbital occupation numbers given
in Ref. [30] one can predict the relative intensity of the X-MCD spectra using
oscillator strengths for electronic excitation [67]. According to such an analysis
the integrated Re L3 edge X-MCD spectra ought to be positive and ten times
less intense than the negative L2 edge spectra. Moreover, if Re 5d t2g and eg

subbands are considerably splitted in energy, the L3 edge X-MCD ought to show
differential-like shape due to negative (positive) contribution from excitation to
t2g (eg) orbital, whereas the L2 edge ought to reveal a single broad peak due to
negative contribution from both kinds of excitation.

The latter predictions are unambiguously confirmed by our experimental
results [54]. The Re L3 edge dichroic spectra show differential-like shape with a
minimum at the edge energy and a positive peak close to the maximum. The
integrated X-MCD at Re L3 edge is positive for all the compounds studied except
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for Ca2FeReO6. All the measured Re L2 edge X-MCD spectra consist of a single
broad negative peak, that is approximately eight times larger than the maximum
of the L3 edge spectra as expected for system with dominantly occupied m = 1
orbitals. The latter discovery proves that the orbital moment of the Re 5d electrons
is not fully quenched. A careful analysis reveals that the main difference in shape
of the spectra between compounds studied is due to a contribution from 5d t2g
subband, which is revealed in larger negative peks at the L2,3 edges as well as
in a shifted L2 edge minimum to lower energy in Ca2FeReO6. This behaviour is
attributed to increase in t2g band polarisation due to rise in electronic occupation
of spin-down t2g subband with increase in lattice distortion.

In order to derive the values of orbital, spin, and total magnetic moment of
rhenium from L2,3 X-MCD spectra the sum rules [68, 69] method has been applied.
According to this theory, the sum of integrated intensities of the X-MCD spectra
at both L2,3 edges is proportional to the orbital moment (mL), whereas the dif-
ference of L3 and doubled L2 integral is proportional to the spin (mS) moment
and magnetic-dipole term, which can be neglected in the case of polycrystalline
samples. In final relations the accurate values of moments are obtained by nor-
malisation to the “white line” intensity and to the number of 5d holes (nh) derived
from XAS spectra and Mssbauer spectroscopy results [65, 36, 66]. The obtained
spin and orbital moments of rhenium are antiparallel, as expected from the third

Fig. 9. Orbital moment of rhenium and coercive field of the compounds studied plotted

versus structural tolerance factor. Both measurements were performed at T = 10 K.

Inset shows the dependence of TC versus effective spin moment of Fe (open circles) and

Re (filled squares) ions.
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Fig. 10. X-ray absorption (upper parts) and X-MCD (lower parts) spectra of

Sr2FeReO6 and Ca2FeReO6 at the L2,3 edges of iron measured at room temperature. In

the lower parts the thin and thick solid lines denote “as measured” and smoothed (over

1 eV) X-MCD spectra, respectively, whereas dotted lines represent integral of measured

spectra.

Hund rule. The resulting total Re moment is antiferromagnetically coupled to the
Fe moment and is estimated at mtot ≈ 0.8 µB, in good agreement with the recent
NMR [20] and neutron diffraction results [37]. Moreover, the spin moment of or-
der of 1.1 µB is consistent with the predictions of local spin density calculations
[29, 31].

The total magnetic moment of Re in the AA′FeReO6 series does not al-
ter significantly within the series, similarly to bulk magnetisation [38], whereas
the orbital moment shows a correlation with lattice distortion, Fig. 9. The spin
and orbital contributions are both increasing with lattice distortion, indicating a
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strengthening of magnetic interactions. In particular, the increase in orbital mo-
ment by 50% between Ba2FeReO3 and Ca2FeReO6 is an unambiguous indication
of a strengthening of the spin–orbit coupling in distorted compounds, as suggested
by De Teresa et al. [38]. A comparison of the local magnetic moment evolution
to the macroscopic magnetic properties of the compounds studied reveals a corre-
lation with the Curie temperature. An approximately linear dependence of TC on
the effective spin moment, S(S +1), of iron and rhenium, inset of Fig. 9, is similar
to that predicted for Heisenberg-like exchange interactions. From a comparison of
the rhenium orbital moment with the evolution of other unique magnetic property
of the compounds studied, the high coercive field, Fig. 10, the intriguing conclu-
sion may be drawn. Although the values of both quantities increase with lattice
distortion, the evolution of the orbital contribution is less steep comparing with
that of the coercive field on moving to monoclinic compounds. Since the latter
property is linked to the anisotropy of orbital moment [70], the additional contri-
bution from the iron orbital moment can be expected. The results of the X-MCD
measurements at Fe L2,3 edges at room temperature are presented in Fig. 10. The
spectra, normalised to the L3 edge area, show a considerable difference of their
integrals over both edges, which is a direct indication of difference in orbital to
spin moment ratio. Derivation of mL/mS ratios provided their values of 0.02(3),
0.07(4) and 0.18(6) in AA′ = BaSr, Sr2, and Ca2, respectively. The latter results
suggest the existence of a small positive orbital moment of Fe, which is consistent
with more than half-filled Fe 3d band. A considerably larger Fe orbital moment in
Ca2FeReO6 suggests that the orbital anisotropy of Fe 3d electrons may be an addi-
tional source of the large magnetocrystalline anisotropy observed in the monoclinic
ordered Fe–Re double perovskites.

6. Conclusions

The results of a combined NMR, XAS and X-MCD study of the AA′FeMoO6

and AA′FeReO6 double perovskites presented in this work have led to the following
findings:

— Mo bears a noninteger magnetic moment having its origin in the 4d spin-
-down electron density. The moment is antiparallel to that of iron and its value
depends on the alkaline earth substitution. It is maximal for the compound with
the structural tolerance factor of 1.

— The variation of the tolerance factor caused by the alkaline earth substi-
tution leads to the d electron density transfer between the Fe and Mo sites whose
rate depends on f . The highest 4d electron occupation at the Mo site is found for
the compound with f closest to 1 and it decreases with the departure of f from
unity.

— A higher 4d electron occupation at the Mo site results in a higher strength
of the exchange interaction and, therefore, in a higher magnetic ordering temper-
ature of the compound.
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— Antisite atoms and antiphase boundaries are identified in NMR mea-
surements. A flip of the Mo antisite ion moment is observed when the applied
magnetic field is greater than 0.5 T, due to its weak exchange coupling with the
neighbouring Mo ions. The magnetic field needed for the magnetic saturation of
Sr2FeMoO6 is much higher than in the case of Ba2FeMoO6. This is attributed
to the presence of antiphase boundaries in the former compound, which create
magnetic pseudo-domains (minority domains) with opposite magnetisations.

— The dominant T 5/2 term in the temperature dependence of the Mo 〈Sz〉
and of the bulk magnetisation in the AA′FeMoO6 compounds confirms the half
metallic character of the compounds.

— The X-MCD study confirmed theoretical predictions that rhenium or-
bital moment is not quenched by octahedral ligand field in AA′FeReO6 double
perovskites. The magnetic moment of Re is of order of 0.8 µB and is antiparallel
to that of Fe, which agrees with bulk magnetisation and NMR results. The effec-
tive total angular momentum of rhenium does not change significantly within the
series, whereas the magnitude of the orbital contribution increases with the low-
ering of local symmetry of the compounds. An additional contribution from the
Fe orbital moment in distorted compounds is revealed by Fe L2,3 edges X-MCD
study.
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